Temporal concepts could be represented horizontally(X-axis) or vertically (Y-axis). However, whether the spatial representation of time exists in the whole plane remains unclear. In this study, we investigated whether processing temporal concepts would automatically activate spatial representations in a whole plane without any guidance or cue. Participants first indicated whether a word was past-related or future-related, then, they identified a target in different visual fields. In Experiment 1, the results demonstrated that past time mapped onto the left and top in a plane or axis, while future time mapped onto the right and bottom, with the horizontal effect being stronger than the vertical effect. In Experiment 2, an index of eye movement showed a similar data pattern. Thinking about temporal concepts activates spatial schema automatically without guidance or cue, and the time-space metaphor is represented not only as an axis but also as a whole plane. The results were discussed in terms of the possible cultural differences that made the Chinese participants tend to be more flexible in spatial representation of time because of their comprehensive thinking.
Introduction
How do people represent abstract concepts? Do they need a concrete grounding to sustain the abstraction they refer to? Findings from linguistic studies suggest that processing abstraction needs a concrete grounding (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980 , 1999 . Temporal concepts provide an example of abstract concepts (Boroditsky, 2000 (Boroditsky, , 2001 Casasanto, 2008; McGlone & Harding, 1998) . In almost all languages, everyday expressions related to time and space, such as from 1o'clock to 3o'clock vs. from here to there (Haspelmath, 1997; Radden, 2004) . Abstract concepts are associated naturally with the more concrete concepts of space (Bennett, 1975) . Some research indicated that when thinking about time, individuals seemed to form an internal spatial representation (Weger & Pratt, 2008; Fuhrman & Boroditsky, 2010; Miles, Tan, Noble, Lumsden, & Macrae, 2011) . Temporal concepts could be represented horizontally(X-axis) or vertically(Y-axis), with the left-past and right-future or top(upside)-past and bottom(downside)-future association (Torralbo, Santiago, & Lupiáñez, 2006; Ulrich & Maienborn, 2010; Boroditsky et al., 2011; Boroditsky, 2001; Chen & Huang, 2006) . However, whether the spatial representation of time exists in the whole plane remains unclear. In this study, we investigated https://doi.org/10.1016/j.concog.2018.06.020 Received 12 October 2017; Received in revised form 29 May 2018; Accepted 28 June 2018 RT, ACC Spatial processing had an effect on reasoning of time; There is no significant difference between horizontal and vertical effect without using the spatio-temporal terms with a right effector was faster. Strikingly, Hebrew participants showed a reverse pattern. Ouellet et al. (2009 Ouellet et al. ( , 2010 ) drew a similar conclusion based on auditory stimuli. In the same vein, Boroditsky (2001) found that Mandarin-speaking participants would present time in vertical metaphors. We can attribute these results to the fact that Chinese was historically written vertically and is sometimes still written in a vertical format Miles et al., 2011 indicated that Chinese speakers use more vertical metaphors than English speakers while talking about time, and English speakers mainly rely on a horizontal representation. In a word, writing direction influences temporal-spatial metaphor.
In Table 1 , we provide a comprehensive review of the literature on spatial representations of time.
Temporal processing and spatial attention
As an alternative dependent variable, spatial attention could be crucial to the activation of an image schema. For example, visual targets are discriminated faster if their spatial position is cued by a preceding arrow (e.g. Posner, Snyder, & Davidson, 1980; Tipples, 2002) or direction words such as left or right (Hommel, Pratt, Colzato, & Godijn, 2001) . Even number perception can induce a shift of attention (e.g. Fischer, Castel, Dodd, & Pratt, 2003; Zanolie et al., 2012) . Similarly, temporal processing could make a difference to spatial attention. Weger and Pratt (2008) explored the relation between temporal processing and spatial attention using a cue-target paradigm. The experiment showed that after processing past-related words, participants responded faster to left-side targets, whereas they responded faster to right-side targets after processing future-related words, leading to the conclusion that temporal representation could direct spatial attention. Similarly, Ouellet et al. (2010) found that thinking about the future moved attention to the right.
However, another question arises, that is, whether spatial information affects time processing. The finding from the study by Bono et al. (2012) gave an affirmative answer. The results showed that left visual cues led participants to underrate duration, and right visual cues led them to overrate duration.
As discussed above, the temporal-spatial representation was examined in different areas with different paradigms. As the consequences of reading and writing habits, temporal concepts may be represented horizontally or vertically, sometimes, in a front-back axis. No matter what it is, these representations are all in one dimension. Some studies (Boroditsky, 2001; Chen & Huang, 2006; Chun, 1999) showed that Chinese participants represented temporal concepts horizontally and vertically. In other words, Chinese participants represent simultaneously temporal ideas in X-axis (horizontally) and Y-axis (vertically). Thus, it seems that the Chinese represent temporal ideas in the whole plane. Considering the Chinese people's comprehensive thinking style, the whole plane representation of temporal ideas probably occurs. Therefore, the current study aims to explore whether processing temporal concepts would automatically activate spatial representation in a whole plane without any guidance or cue. We will also explore the difference between the horizontal and vertical effect.
Experiment 1
Experiment 1 was conducted to investigate whether processing time words automatically activates the metaphor in a whole plane. In this experiment, a time decision task was used as a prime task, followed by a letter identification task. To control for the possible confound of word valence, the items in the past and future groups were matched on valence.
Methods

Participants
Forty right-handed, native Chinese speaking, healthy students at South China Normal University participated in this study for payment. All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision, and no strabismus or severe astigmatism.
Materials
Thirty-two past-related and future-related words were selected from one hundred fifty common time-related words that had been rated by a separate group of subjects (n = 20). Participants were instructed to rate whether the word indicated past, now or future using 7-point scales with 1 for past and 7 for future. Sixteen words were past-related (e.g. king, yesterday, M = 1.87 ± 0.26), whereas the other sixteen words were future-related (e.g. dream, tomorrow, M = 5.87 ± 0.21). In addition to the experimental items, six past-related words and six future-related words were used as practice items.
Procedure
The experiment was conducted with E-prime software. Reaction time and accuracy were recorded automatically. A trial started with a fixation (a'+'sign) of 500 ms followed by a centrally presented word denoting past or future time. Participants were asked to decide whether the word was past-related or future-related within 3 s. The word remained on the screen until the participant responded. It would disappear if no response was made after 3 s. Participants were instructed to respond as quickly and accurately as possible by pressing the N or M key. As soon as the participant responded to the word, it disappeared from the screen. After a delay of 200 ms, a target letter ("p" or "q") was presented in the top-left, top-right, bottom-left or bottom-right of the visual field. Participants were instructed to identify the target letter as quickly and accurately as possible by pressing the N or M key. The "p" or "q" remained visible on the screen until the participant responded within 3 s. Following an incorrect response to the target letter, feedback (Incorrect!!) was presented for 1500 ms. Following a correct response, a blank screen was presented for 500 ms, after which the next trial was initiated. The response mappings for the N, M and p, q keys were counterbalanced across participants (see Fig. 1 ).
The experiment started with the practice session to familiarize participants with the task. In this session, six past-related and six future-related words were presented as prime words. Four experimental blocks followed the practice sessions. Only when the accuracy rate reached 80% did we initiate the formal experiment. All 32 prime words were presented twice randomly in each block. Each word was followed by a letter ("p" or "q") presented in the top-left, top-right, bottom-left or bottom-right of the visual field. The presentation of the letters "p" or "q" and the locations were equally distributed across trials. Stimuli were counterbalanced across blocks. The response keys (M and N) were counterbalanced across participants. However, the position of N and M key remained always on the same side (the index and middle-finger of right hand).
We predict that if the prime words are past-related, the letter "p" or "q" will be more quickly identified on the left and the top of the plane, however, if the prime words are future-related, the letter "p" or "q" will be more quickly identified on the right and the bottom of the plane. In addition, we predict that the horizontal effect will be stronger than the vertical effect.
Results and discussion
No participant was removed from the analysis because the accuracy rates were all more than 90%. Trials with incorrect responses to either the word or to the target letter ("p" or "q") were excluded from the reaction time analyses. The remaining data for reaction time deviating more than 2.5 standard deviations from the average were discarded. In total, fewer than 5% of the trials were removed.
The reaction time and error rates on the target letter identification task were submitted to a two (Time: past vs. future) by four (Position: top-left, top-right, bottom-left vs. bottom-right) repeated measures ANOVA. For reaction time, there was no main effect of time or position, F(1, 39) = 0.181, p = .673; F(3, 117) = 1.880, p = .137. As expected, the interaction between time and position was significant, F(3, 37) = 19.850, p < .001, ƞ 2 = 0.617. In the past condition, reaction time of target letters in different positions was significantly different, F(3, 117) = 36.023, p < .001, ƞ 2 = 0.480; the data pattern of reaction time is top-left≈bottom-left < top-right < bottom-right. According to pairwise comparisons, we found that reaction at bottom-left position was faster than topright position (p < .001), and the difference was marginal in the contrast between top-right and bottom-right position. However, there was no significant difference between top-left and bottom-left position (p = .573). In the future condition, the data pattern of reaction time was different, bottom-right ≈ top-right < top-left < bottom-left; Reaction at top-right position was faster than topleft position (p < .001); top-right and bottom-right positions were not significantly different (p = .807); and there was a marginal difference between top-left and bottom-left (p = .054) (see Table 2 ). The significant interaction between time and position showed that the time-space interaction exists in the whole plane and the horizontal effect is more evident than the vertical effect, which confirmed our predictions. Past-related words automatically activated a spatial metaphor in the left; while for future-related words, the spatial metaphor was activated on the right. These results correspond to those found in research by Boroditsky (2001 and Ouellet et al. (2010) . In addition, we found that there was a weaker vertical effect than horizontal one for Chinese participants. The average reaction time of target letters at the top position was 633 ms, and 643 at the bottom position. Although there was no significant difference between the top and bottom position, there was a tendency that reaction at top position was faster than that of the bottom position. This may be due to participants' preference to look at the top, a possibility that is consistent with Zanolie's et al. (2012) research, showing that reaction was faster and more accurate when the target letters appeared at the top rather than at the bottom. This pattern conforms to Chinese reading habits, from top to bottom. According to the results above, the past mapped onto the left and top; the future mapped onto the right and bottom, so topleft was connected with past and bottom-right with future. However, because top-right and bottom-left were not only connected with past, but also with future, and the horizontal effect was stronger than the vertical effect, there was a tendency in the past condition for top left < bottom left < top right < bottom right, while the future condition was different. Thus, to some extent, thinking about a temporal concept automatically activates a spatial metaphor in the plane and the horizontal effect is stronger than the vertical effect.
Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, we used eye-tracking technique to explore whether thinking about temporal concepts would activate spatial schema automatically, and whether the time-space metaphor is represented in a whole plane.
Methods
Participants
Thirty-two right-handed, native Chinese speaking, healthy students at South China Normal University participated in this study for some payment. All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision, and no strabismus or severe astigmatism.
Materials
The same thirty-two words as in Experiment 1 were used.
Procedure
The experiment was conducted with Eyelink 1000 eye tracker, made by SR Research Company in Canada. The equipment was configured in a Tower Mount, with a system consisting of two computers. The first one, the Host PC, is dedicated to data collection; the second is referred to as the Display PC, and is generally used for the presentation of stimuli to a participant. The EyeLink 1000 Host PC performs real-time eye tracking at 1000 samples per second. The operator used the EyeLink Host PC's keyboard to remotely monitor and control data collection and perform drift correct. The operator also handled problems if they occurred. For example, when participants applied for a rest or their eyes blinked frequently, the operator would suspend the experiment and make them close their eyes for a rest on condition that their head was immobile. Gaze and eye movement was recorded by 2 IR Cameras on the headpiece. The right eye was selected for tracking.
Participants made a calibration, validation and drift correction before starting or restarting the experiment every time. Nine-point calibration was selected in the experiment. It requires the operators to press the spacebar key on the Host PC manually when the subject is looking at each calibration target. Validation was run after a calibration has been performed and before a drift correct is performed. It showed the experimenter the gaze position accuracy achieved by the current calibration parameters. The procedure was the same as the calibration. To ensure the accuracy of the calibration parameters, a drift correction is recommended before each trial. According to the instructions, the operator pressed the spacebar key on the Host PC when the subject was looking at the center gaze point.
After the drift correct, participants would practice by pressing N key. A calibration, validation and drift correction would be made again before the formal experiment. A trial started with a fixation ('+') of 500 ms followed by a centrally presented word denoting past or future time. Participants were asked to decide whether the word was past-related or future-related, within a time frame of 3 s. The word remained on the screen until the participant responded. Participants were instructed to respond as quickly and accurately as possible by pressing N or M key on the keyboard, just as in Experiment 1. As soon as the participant responded to the word, it disappeared from the screen. After a delay of 2000 ms, 8 circles were presented in the left, right, top, bottom, and top-left, top-right, bottom-left or bottom-right of visual field. Participants were asked to look at some circles freely until cartoon pictures appeared. The next trial was initiated by the operator after the centrally presented cartoon pictures appeared 2 or 3 times. These pictures were presented to the participants to forget those time-related words presented in the previous trials. The materials were presented in random order. The experimental flow chart is shown in Fig. 2 .
There are generally three basic types of eye movements: fixation, saccade, and pursuit movement. The eye movement index we chose are fixation duration measures, including fixation count, first run fixation count, dwell time and first fixation duration. These different eye movement data could reveal participants' spatial preference after they responded to the time-related words, which help us investigate cognitive processes and whether thinking about temporal concepts automatically activates spatial representations in the whole plane. The longer fixation duration and the more count in certain area, the more tightly the junction between time-related words and that area is. A brief introduction of these fixation duration measures is as the following:
Fixation Count: Total fixations falling in the interest area. First Run Fixation Count: Number of all fixations in a trial falling in the first run of the current interest area. Dwell Time: Dwell time (i.e., summation of the duration across all fixations) on the current interest area. First Run Dwell Time: Dwell time of the first run on the current interest area.
Results and discussion
Null data were removed from the analysis. The remaining data for reaction time deviating more than 2.5 standard deviations from the average were discarded and fixation duration less than 100 ms was removed. In total, less than 5% of the trials were removed. All data are shown in Table 3 .
In Table 3 , data were split up into two groups, axis (left, right, top, and bottom) and plane (left, right, top, and bottom). Among the data of plane, the left position include 3 of 8 circles which are left, top-left and bottom-left, the top position include 3 of 8 circles which are top, top-left and top-right. and so on, we get the data of right and bottom positions.
As the participants could look at the circles freely, individual preference would interfere with the eye movement index. We found a preference for the top position after analyzing the eye movement index scores of the 4 positions (left, right, top and bottom) ungrouped by time during the 2000 ms empty screen (see Table 4 ). This result corresponded with Experiment 1.
In order to eliminate the effect of preference, we averaged the data in different positions ungrouped by temporal words in each eye movement index. The averaged data was used as a baseline, data of the eye movement index in different positions was subtracted from the baseline first (Sell & Kaschak, 2011; Ferreira & Clifton, 1986) , and then submitted to two (time: past/future) by four (position: left/right/top/bottom) and two (time: past/future) by four (position: top-left/top-right/bottom-left/bottom-right) repeated measures ANOVA. 
Fixation count
For the axis, the main effects of time, position, and the interaction were significant, F(1, 31) = 9.409, p = .004, ƞ 2 = 0.223; F(3, 93) = 4.087, p = .009, ƞ 2 = 0.116, F(3, 93) = 34.784, p < .001, ƞ 2 = 0.529. As expected, the simple effect test show that in the past and future conditions, fixation count in different positions was significantly different, F(3, 29) = 37.972, p < .001, ƞ 2 = 0.797; F(3, 29) = 39.248, p < .001, ƞ 2 = 0.802. According to pairwise comparisons, we found that there was no significant difference of fixation count between left and top, right and bottom either in the past or future condition (p > .050). However, in the past condition, fixation count at left position was more than right position (p < .001), the data pattern is top ≈ left > right ≈ bottom. In the future condition, fixation count at right position was more than top position (p < .001), the data pattern is bottom ≈ right > top ≈ left (see Table 5 ).
For the plane, results were similar to axis. The main effects of time, position, and the interaction were significant, F(1, 31) = 5.148, p = .030, ƞ 2 = 0.142; F(3, 93) = 4.333, p = .007, ƞ 2 = 0.123, F(3, 93) = 17.975, p < .001, ƞ 2 = 0.367. The simple effect test revealed a significant difference for fixation count among four positions in the past condition, F(3, 29) = 10.297, p < .001, ƞ 2 = 0.516, and the future condition, F(3, 29) = 12.022, p < .001, ƞ 2 = 0.554. According to pairwise comparisons, we found that in the past condition, fixation count at top-left position was marginally more than bottom-left position (p = .054). We also found that fixation count at bottom-left position was more than top-right position (p < .001), and this data pattern was replicated in the contrast between top right position and bottom-right position (p = .048). As Table 5 shows, the data pattern of fixation count in the past condition is top-left > bottom-left > top-right > bottom-right as hypothesized. In the future condition, fixation count at bottom-right position was significantly more than bottom-left position (p = .009). However, there was no significant difference between top-left and bottom-left position (p > .050). The data pattern is top-right ≈ bottom-right > bottom-left ≈ top-left.
First run fixation count
For the axis, the results showed a significant main effects of time and position, F(1, 31) = 4.269, p = .047, ƞ 2 = 0.121; F(3, 93) = 2.919, p = .038, ƞ 2 = 0.086. We also found a significant interaction between time and position, F(3, 93) = 26.098, p < .001, ƞ 2 = 0.457. The simple effect test showed that the first run fixation count among four positions was significantly different in the past condition, F(3, 29) = 27.205, p < .001, ƞ 2 = 0.738, and future condition, F(3, 29) = 27.869, p < .001, ƞ 2 = 0.742. According to pairwise comparisons, we found that in the past condition, the first fixation count at top position was more than left position (p = .039), and left position was more than right position (p < .001). There was no significant difference between right and bottom position (p > .050). The data pattern is top > left > right ≈ bottom. However, in the future condition, the first run fixation count at right position was more than top position (p < .001). In addition, there was no significant difference between right and bottom position or between top and left position (p > .050). The whole data pattern was bottom ≈ right > top ≈ left (see Table 6 ).
As shown in Table 6 Table 5 Means and standard deviations of fixation count modulated by baseline. Table 7 ). For the plane, no significant main effects or interaction between time and position were found, F(1, 31) = 2.105, p = .157; F(3, 93) = .916, p = .436; F(3, 93) = 2.317, p = .081 ƞ 2 = 0.070 (see Table 7 ). Table 8 ).
First run dwell time
For the plane, results were similar to the axis. The main effect of time was significant, F(1, 31) = .073, p = .788; the main effect of position was marginally significant, F(3, 93) = 2.174, p = .096, ƞ 2 = 0.066; as expected, the interaction between time and position was significant, F(3, 93) = 4.159, p = .008, ƞ 2 = 0.118. The simple effect test show that, in the past and future condition, first run dwell time in different positions were significantly different, F(3, 29) = 3.961, p = .018, ƞ 2 = 0.291; F(3, 29) = 4.120, p = .015, ƞ 2 = 0.299. Pairwise comparisons showed that, in the past condition, the first run dwell time at top-left position was longer than topright position (p = .040). There was no significant difference between top-left and bottom-left position, or between top-right and bottom-right position (p > .050), which showed a data pattern of first run fixation time: bottom-left ≈ top-left > topright ≈ bottom-right. In the future condition, first run dwell time at top-right position was longer than bottom-left positon (p = .002). The data pattern is bottom-left < top-left ≈ bottom-right ≈ top-right. Overall, the results of fixation count, first run fixation count, dwell time and first run dwell time basically supported the hypotheses. After having processed a past concept, participants would pay more attention to the left and top either in the axis or the plane; whereas after having processed a future concept, participants would pay more attention to the right and the top. In terms of the eye-tracking index data, the horizontal effect was stronger than the vertical effect. These results supported our hypothesis that Table 6 Means and standard deviations of first run fixation count modulated by a baseline. Table 7 Means and standard deviations of dwell time modulated by a baseline. thinking about temporal concepts automatically activates spatial metaphor, past activates the left and the top, and the future activates the right and the bottom. As predicted, the temporal-spatial metaphor not only exists in the axis, but also in the plane for Chinese participants, and horizontal metaphor is stronger than vertical.
General discussion
The present study addressed the question of whether thinking about temporal concepts automatically activates spatial representations in the whole plane, not only horizontally and (or) vertically for Chinese participants. The results corresponded with those of previous studies (Boroditsky, 2000; Casasanto & Boroditsky, 2008) , in which the past mapped at the left and the top, and the future mapped at the right and the bottom. However, most studies about time-space metaphor differed from the present study in that they presented the stimulus in various positions (left, right, top or bottom) or asked participants to respond with the left or right hand, which by itself would influence the production of spatial metaphor. The current study differed from earlier research by asking whether processing temporal concepts would automatically activate the spatial metaphor without this guidance. We used a new paradigm (Zanolie et al., 2012) to explore this question to test whether there was a difference between the horizontal and vertical effect; and to determine if spatial metaphor was generated not only on the axis (horizontal, vertical) but also in the plane. In Experiment 1 we found that after processing past or future concepts, the identification of target letters was faster in the congruent condition. Past-related words automatically activated the left and the top in the plane, and future-related words automatically activated the right and the bottom in the plane.
A study by Zanolie et al. (2012) parallels the results of our study in a different domain. Zanolie et al. (2012) investigated whether powerful and powerless words could activate a spatial up-down schema. They found that the identification of target letters was faster at the top than at the bottom. In Experiment 2 of current study, the accuracy was higher at the top than at the bottom. These results provide strong evidence that when one processes temporal concepts, a whole plane is activated automatically. Importantly, in Experiment 2, we showed that for the temporal concept words the activation of a whole plane image schema caused a shift in spatial gaze. Analysis included fixation count, first run fixation count, dwell time and first run dwell time, which showed that the automatic activation of past was left and top, and the automatic activation of future was the right and bottom in the axis, even in the plane. This finding supports strongly the idea that the effect of temporal concept on the automatic activation of spatial representation exists not only in the axis, but also in a whole plane for Chinese participants.
The effect observed on the axis was transferred to a whole plane, reflecting that the Chinese participants were more likely to think in multiple dimensions to some extent. It is a kind of comprehensive thinking, a metaphysical thought pattern. The previous literature (Boroditsky, 2001) showed that only horizontal effect was observed for western participants. The single dimension schema suggested a physical rather than metaphysical thought pattern. We inferred that cultural difference might lead to different thinking styles. First, different thoughts in integrality and analyticity. Chinese traditional culture is characterized by 'oneness of nature and man', which means Chinese people consider nature and man as integration.; Human order and universal laws affects each other. Individual and society mutually corresponds. In China, people prefer to take the world as a whole. While western culture has been affected by Plato's 'subject-object dichotomy', dividing the whole into parts and classifying different parts. In other words, western people prefer to simplify complicated phenomena and objects, and analyze how separate parts influence the whole. Second, differences in intuitiveness and logicality. Chinese traditional thought emphasizes more on practical experiences and holistic thinking. Intuitive thought overweighs sensibility and reasoning. Contrarily, western traditional thought lays emphasis on scientific, rationalism, and empirical analysis. Third, differences in ambiguity and accuracy. The ambiguous way of thinking has passed on too many generations in China and it is till now that Chinese people begin to take in the accurate way of thinking. In contrast, western people perceive nature and laws logically by precise argument and deduction rather than fuzzy and uncertain theories. In short, it is the integral mode of thinking that influences Chinese people, which focuses on the whole and planar representation while processing time information. However, the axis representation in western culture has reflected the thinking mode of rational analysis (Lian, 2002) .
In addition, some argue that potential cultural differences in natural reading/writing directions can lead to these effects too (Boroditsky, 2001; Fuhrman & Boroditsky, 2007) ; Whereas English is written horizontally from left to right, Chinese is traditionally written in vertical columns that run from right to left, and sometimes it is still written vertically in daily life, i.e., couplet. The differences in reading/writing directions might reflect in the way they think about time. Considering the possible effects of two writing directions, i.e., from left to right and from top to bottom, Chinese speakers are more flexible in spatial representation of time to some extent. Besides, in our study we found that the vertical effect was weaker than the horizontal effect. On one hand, writing direction in ancient Chinese was from top to bottom, which was replaced gradually by left to right direction in contemporary China; On the other hand, most other life experience shapes the idea that time flows from bottom to top. Due to these reasons, the vertical effect was weaker. The Conceptual Metaphor Theory or Embodied Theory could also give some explanations to the present result on time-space metaphor. The Conceptual Metaphor Theory states that metaphors provide grounding for abstract concepts by connecting them to more concrete representations. Now there is evidence that time can be represented as objects in space (e.g. Boroditsky, 2000; Casasanto & Boroditsky, 2008; Chen & Huang, 2006; Gentner, Bowdle, Wolff, & Boronat, 2001 ). These empirical results support the view that metaphor is not only a mere interesting linguistic phenomenon, but also that it plays an important role in mental representation. However, one of the main arguments against the Conceptual Metaphor Theory is that it is largely based on linguistic analysis (e.g. Murphy, 1996) . For a while, it was indeed the case that most of the evidence for the Conceptual Metaphor Theory came from analysis of linguistic data, for example, metaphorical expressions. Though the theory is ultimately grounded in sensory motor processing, it still emphasizes linguistics. Under the linguistic function, people would ignore the sensory motor experience (Casasanto et al., 2004) . However, the left-past and right-future representation of time (Torralbo et al., 2006) was never found in linguistic expressions of any oral language (Radden, 2004) . Therefore, another theory may be more appropriate to explain the results of the current and those earlier studies.
In contrast to the Conceptual Metaphor Theory, the Embodied Theory gives priority to the sensory motor experience, from which abstract concepts derive their structure. We demonstrate that abstract knowledge is built analogically from more experience-based knowledge. It appears that abstract thinking is built on representations of more experience-based domains that are functionally separable from those involved directly in sensory motor experience itself (Ye, 2010 ). People's understanding of the abstract domain of time, for example, is intimately dependent on the more experience-based domain of space, and writing direction has been found to prompt the direction of the temporal representations of sequential events (Fuhrman & Boroditsky, 2010; Santiago et al., 2007; Torralbo et al., 2006; Ouellet and Gabay, 2007) . Ouellet et al. (2009) asked Spanish and Hebrew speakers, groups that used different reading and writing direction, to discriminate temporally characterized (past or future) auditory presented words. Spanish participants showed, for past words, faster responses with the left effector, whereas for future words a right effector advantage emerged. Strikingly, Hebrew participants showed the reverse pattern, which confirmed a causal role of writing direction in determining the spatial representation of time. In the current study, Experiment 2 showed a preference for the top, which could be owed to writing direction, i.e., from top to bottom. The present results somewhat supported Embodied Theory.
Another perspective is that the Conceptual Metaphor Theory and Embodied Theory are not contradictory, but integrated. In the early stage of psychological development, individuals process temporal concepts deriving from spatial representation, which is ultimately grounded in sensory motor processing. As language develops, language comprehension would lead to another connection between time and space, affected by linguistic metaphor expression and the function of sensory motor experience. Therefore, both sensory motor experience and linguistic information play important roles in forming and developing the time-space metaphor.
Many other studies parallel the results of time-space metaphor studies in different domains, such as numbers, voice, and letters. The magnitude of the numbers serves as an implicit cue directing attention to the corresponding visual field (Salillas, El Yagoubi, & Semenza, 2008; Ranzini, Dehaene, Piazza, & Hubbard, 2009 ). In the present study, there was evidence of a similar function, in which the temporal concept words serve as an implicit cue to space corresponding to the left-right and up-down image schema in a plane spatial orientation.
A Theory of Magnitude (ATOM) maintains a common system for magnitude processing, including time, space, and number. Several fMRI, EEG and neuropsychological studies show that the right inferior parietal cortex (rIPC) is important for time perception. The parietal cortex is activated in many studies that investigate aspects of temporal, spatial, and number processes. In addition, there is evidence of overlapping brain regions associated with time, space, and number in neuropsychological and brain imaging studies. Several studies using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) have shown that parietal cortex stimulation in human subjects can cause deficits in spatial tasks, number comparison, and time discrimination (Walsh, 2003) . The present study confirmed the relation between time and space further, and provided indirect evidence in support of ATOM's assumption that magnitude concepts, including time, space, and number, share a common system in processing.
The present study on the automatic activation of the time-space metaphor has several important strengths. First, By eliminating interference in the paradigm, processing temporal concepts was shown to automatically activate spatial representations without guidance or cues. Second, this study is the first to extend the investigation of spatial-temporal metaphor from axis to plane, and discovered a plane spatial schema. Third, the eye-tracking technique used in Experiment 2 is a new way to explore the spatialtemporal metaphor. Nevertheless, there still are some questions to be discussed. The temporal metaphor in different dimensions (leftright, top-bottom, and front-back) has been investigated in the axis, but different dimensions in a plane have not been involved. In our study, we mainly probed into the left-right and top-bottom dimensions in a plane, but a comparison with front-back was restricted by the paradigm. In addition, we were unable to draw exact conclusions concerning the hotly debated topic of whether timespace connection is influenced by genetic or environmental factors. These problems remain for future research.
Finally, we inferred that the Chinese participants tend to be more flexible in spatial representation of time than English speaking participants because of their comprehensive thinking. Unfortunately, we have not directly compared the differences between the two groups in this study. Future studies should collect the data and evidence to examine the differences between Chinese and English speaking participants, and to shed further light on how the patterns of thinking in the two groups relate to patterns in the Eastern and the Western cultures and how they shape spatial representation of time.
Conclusions
(1) Thinking about temporal concepts automatically activates spatial schema without guidance or cue. Past-related cues automatically activated the left and the top in the plane, and future-related cues automatically activated the right and the bottom in the plane. (2) The time-space metaphor exists both on the horizontal and vertical axes and in the whole plane for Chinese participants. Cultural difference might lead to these different thinking styles. Chinese participants tend to be more flexible in spatial representation of time due to their comprehensive thinking. (3) In the time-space metaphor, horizontal effect is stronger than vertical effect, which probably owed to the writing and reading direction, i.e., from left to right in contemporary Chinese.
